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Abstract
Inter-cell interference is a serious issue in Long Term Evolution (LTE/LTE-Advanced)
system. Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) operation has been considered as a powerful
technology targeted for LTE-A standard to reduce interference, improve spectrum efficiency,
increase data throughput and enhance effective coverage area, in particular for cell-edge
users, by exploiting the interference signals from different transmission points. In this context,
this paper provides a holistic overview of CoMP operation in LTE-A system. Here, we
consider the downlink operation, e.g. CoMP transmission, as it is more convenient to explain
the system effectively. The technical operation challenges, advantages and operation
complexities of different CoMP schemes, CoMP architectures and CoMP sets are described
in details in terms of backhaul traffic, synchronization effect and feedback design. Moreover,
this article provides clear evidence of CoMP benefits in terms of throughput gain and
compares the results with no-CoMP scenario. In addition, it is intended for a wide range of
readers as it covers the topic from basics to advanced aspects.
Keywords: LTE-Advanced, CoMP, HetNets, Inter-cell interference

1. Introduction
In last couple of years the wireless industry has been experiencing huge increasing demand
for data traffic over cellular network, and the development of advanced high-speed user
handsets, e.g. smart-phones and tablets, further expedite this demand. Users nowadays expect
to high-speed data connectivity at anytime from anywhere. The evolution of Long Term
Evolution (LTE) [1], commonly known as 4G, has been brought the high speed wireless
technology for mobile users. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
used in LTE potentially avoids co-channel interference due to its inherent feature [2].
However, inter-cell interference caused by neighboring Base Stations (BSs) has been marked
as one of the most severe problem towards the deployment of LTE technology as it can
significantly deteriorate the performance of cell-side User Equipments (UEs) [2].
In spite of high speed wireless connectivity of LTE, the traffic demand still increasing and
the traditional homogeneous networks fall short to satisfy these demands. To meet these
requirements, recently, a new framework called heterogeneous networks (HetNets) has
emerged as a flexible and cost-effective solution [3-6]. It is realized by overlaying low-power
access points such as relay node, picocell BS, femtocell BS and Remote Radio Head (RRH)
in the coverage area of macrocell. However, this overlaying of macro and low-power cells
with different transmission powers enlarges the inter-cell interference zone. To mitigate this
problem Third Generation Partnership project (3GPP) released LTE-Advance along with
CoMP technology [7-10, 12-14]. CoMP, also known as network multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO), is one of the most promising techniques for improving the data transmission
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efficiency of wireless cellular networks. The main idea of a CoMP network is to allow
geographically separated base stations (BSs) to cooperate in serving the users. CoMP
schemes allow interference mitigation through joint/coordinate transmission/scheduling from
multiple BSs, but at the cost of increased complexity and signaling overhead [11, 16].
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: section 2 presents the motivation towards this
work and also mentions related major works that have been previously performed in this
regard. A basic CoMP principle is discussed in section 3. The detail description of various
CoMP techniques, CoMP implementation architectures and CoMP sets are presented in
section 4 and upwards, respectively. The performance evaluation of CoMP with different
network scenarios is covered in section 7. Finally, section 8 contains the concluding part
along the potential challenges of implementations.

2. Motivation And Related Works
The performance of LTE/LTE-A is largely affected by the inter-cell interferences of
neighboring BSs. In heterogeneous implementation this situation becomes more severe as
more UEs experience interference from other BSs due to creates more cell boundaries. As a
result interference management is crucial to ensure proper QoS. In this regards, CoMP
technology is the most potential solution where interfere signals from other BSs are exploited
to increase overall throughput.
CoMP technology in LTE/LTE-A is studied in several literatures [12-16]. Authors of [12]
discussed CoMP in the context of heterogeneous implementation, where they examined the
applications of cooperative relaying schemes in LTE-advanced systems. In [13] authors
studied the feasibility of COMP in two field test-beds with multiple sites and different
backhaul solutions between the sites. Similar survey with the feasibility test to practical
implementation is carried out in [14]. Authors of both survey [13, 14] examined technical
issues in terms of backhaul traffic, synchronization and feedback design. Moreover, in
context of multi-cell interference a survey report is present in [15] where authors correlated
and compared CoMP with other techniques, namely static ICIC and dynamic ICIC.
Furthermore, the impacts of control channel in which the signaling is performed among
CoMP set BSs and other unit is studied in [16] in respect to unreliable backhaul network.

3. Basic CoMP Principle
The fundamental principle of CoMP [8-10], is utilized multiple transmit and receive
antennas from multiple antenna site locations, which may or may not belong to the same
physical cell, to enhance the received signal quality as well as to reduce interference, improve
spectrum efficiency and enhance effective coverage area by exploiting the co-channel
interferences. CoMP mainly has been targeted to improve cell-edge UE experience, but
regardless the location it also use to enhance system through to UEs those experience strong
signals of different BSs/cells. CoMP mainly categorized as inter-site CoMP and intra-site
CoMP. In inter-site CoMP, the coordination is performed between BSs located at separated
geographical areas. On the other hand, intra-site CoMP enables the coordination between
sectors of the same BS, where the coordination is performed through multiple Antenna Units
(AUs) that allow the coordination between the sectors. Figure 1 illustrates both CoMP
categories.
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Figure 1. Basic CoMP Technology; Inter-site CoMP and intra-site CoMP
There are several techniques available for CoMP technology where most approaches
require some scheduling information regarding the UEs data at the different BSs that must be
shared among them. This sharing results increased complexity and signaling overhead on
network, especially on backhaul network which is commonly known as X2 interface in
LTE/LTE-A. In downlink CoMP, UEs report Channel State Information (CSI) to BSs based
on the experienced SINR of respective BSs. This CSI report is sent in uplink transmission. In
LTE MIMO systems, Linear Precoding [17-18] is used as a method to improve the
performance in downlink and to decrease the signaling load between the cells. Therefore, in
CoMP system, to indicate the possible channel states in both transmitter and receiver a set of
pre-defined precoding matrices is used. The Precoding Matrix Index (PMI), which is defined
as the index to the preferred matrix within in a codebook matrix, is reported by UE together
with Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) and MIMO Rank Indicator (RI) [18]. CQI and PMI are
parameters determined by UE based on pilot measurements and UEs send to their serving BS.
Moreover, RI indicates the MIMO ranking i.e. the number of data streams to be transmitted in
parallel for the next transmission over the MIMO channel [19]. These parameters are
transmitted in a quantized manner to BS so as to reduce signaling overhead. By coordinating
and combining signals from multiple antennas, CoMP makes it possible for UEs to enjoy
consistent performance and quality when they access and share videos, photos and other high
bandwidth services whether they are close to the center of an LTE-A cell or at its outer edges.

4. Different CoMP Techniques
In downlink scenarios, CoMP initially classified into two main schemes, namely
Coordinated Scheduling/Beam-Forming (CS/CB) and Joint Processing (JP). These schemes
also furthered sub-categorized. In this section the whole schemes is present.
4.1 Coordinated Scheduling/Beam-Forming (CS/CB)
In CS/CB CoMP [20], the data packets that need to be conveyed to a UE terminal are
available at and transmitted from only one BS in the CoMP cooperating set, whereas user
scheduling and beamforming decisions are made dynamically after the coordination among
all points in the cooperating set. Semi-Static Point Selection (SSPS) is used to make the
transmission decisions. CS/CB provides fast and strict coordination, but meanwhile it uses the
MIMO antenna capabilities through Beamforming in a coordinated manner. Here, the best
serving set of users are selected for the construction of the transmitter beams based on their
geographical positioning. The coordinated generation of beams and more specifically the
beam-to-resources selection manages to reduce interference to other neighboring users, while
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increasing the target users signal strength. Different approaches jointly combining CS and CB
have been studied in LTE-Advanced, which can be classified by increasing order of
complexity and requirements in terms of CSI feedback and CSI sharing. In this way, CS/CB
can be categorized to Coordinated Beam-Switching (CBS-CoMP) and Coordinated
Scheduling (CS-CoMP) schemes.
4.1.1 Coordinated Beam-Switching CoMP (CBS-CoMP): CBS-CoMP is technique in
which each cell determines a sequence of beams over which it continuously cycles. Most
proposals in this schemes focus on distributed coordination between the cell sites. A low
complexity scheme is proposed allowing the coordination of two sectors with direct
communication is proposed in [21]. It is a point-to-point coordination, where sectors agree on
the way resource allocation is handled for all possible conflicting beam pairs. However, this
proposal is limited to perform coordination only for two BS. On the other hand, authors in
[22, 23] propose a cyclic beam switching scheme that assumes a fixed beam cycled period for
all cell sites. In this proposal, the UEs group based on their geographical location are
experienced a set of interference fluctuations which is predictable to the schedule. However,
based on the CSI reports for each frame, each BS cycles through a set of preferred beams
where the pattern of this cycle depends on the geographical location and the QoS parameters.
Consequently, the coordination of BSs is required only in the frame synchronization in the
time domain and the decision of a common cycle period. In the same philosophy, in [24], an
autonomous beam coordination scheme is proposed that targets predicting interference
fluctuations by BSs through beam coordination in frequency domain. Based on the CSI
reports, the cooperating BSs allocate beams-to-resources autonomously for a group of users
in dynamic manner. For the inter-site interference mitigation, each cell maps the possible
gains that it could achieve by changing its allocation using the corresponding probability of a
change to occur.
On the other hand, in [25] a centralised coordination of CBS-CoMP is proposed, where a
BS is acts as a central unit in which a Master Scheduler is present, and jointly schedules
multiple cells in a centralized manner. Based on feedback reports, UEs divide in two groups:
Collision Avoidance (CA) UEs those face high interference and assume to be cell-edge users,
and Non-CA UEs those face lower interference and assume to be cell-central users. UEs of
both groups report their preferred PMI and CQI to their serving cell after measuring all PMIs
and CQIs of interfering cells. Consequently, the master scheduler picks the highest priority
serving sets of UEs for each cell and allocates beams to each set upon highest sum capacity.
4.1.2 Coordinated Switching CoMP (CS-CoMP): CS-CoMP is one of the main CoMP
schemes that perform cooperation by enabling coordination of multi-cell Precoding Matrix
Index (PMI) between cooperating BSs [27-28]. In this case, the BSs can directly perform the
coordination of preferred UE’s PMIs without any centralized scheduler. UEs recommend a
set of PMIs of other BSs of the CoMP set instead of restricting the use of beams-to-resource.
There are two different strategies of PMI coordination as defined in [27] based on how
feedback PMI sets are selected by BSs: Good-PMI feedback that is chosen when cell-edge
UEs report a set of least-interfering PMIs to the BS, and Bad-PMI feedback that allows a BS
to mitigate ICI by restricting strongly interfering PMIs. In this case, BS does not require
adding more scheduling restrictions to its neighbor BSs. However, UEs reports their preferred
PMIs to serving BS and also expected CQI improvements in case the recommended PMIs are
used. The BS then exchanges signaling information with interfering BSs that indicates the
PMI restrictions or preferences as per PMI policy, and then decides the precoding vectors and
matrices for the UE it serves.
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4.2 Joint Processing CoMP
JP-CoMP [11-13] is the most advanced CoMP schemes which basically investigate to
improve spectral efficiency, in particular cell-edge user spectral efficiency. Here, data for a
UE is available at more than one point in CoMP set for same time-frequency resource; by
default at all points [1]. In terms of cooperation mechanism JP-CoMP is subclassified into
two main groups, namely Joint Transmission CoMP (JT-CoMP) and Dynamic Point Selection
CoMP (DPS-CoMP). Both of are discussed in below subsections.
4.2.1 Joint Transmission CoMP (JT-CoMP): The most powerful CoMP scheme is JTCoMP [13]-[14] in which a UE data is simultaneously process and transmitted from multiple
cooperating BSs. In heterogeneous scenario and dense small cell network with low power
node, UEs experience significant signal strength simultaneously from multiple BSs. Hence
JT-CoMP is more attracting feature to improve spectral efficiency as well as average
throughput in this case. However, according to CSI report and transmission mode JT-CoMP
is further classified into two types: Coherent JT-CoMP and non-coherent JT-CoMP. In
coherent JT-CoMP, UE sends CSI report consisting preferred PMI, expected CQI and
wideband RI to all cooperating BSs. Therefore, multi-cell precoding cooperation is performed
between the BSs and resulting a unique pre-coder for all transmission points of the CoMP set.
Thereafter, all BSs jointly process PMI-to-resource allocation and simultaneously transmit to
UE. As a result a quite high combination gain signal is obtained. Coherent JT-CoMP is also
known as closed loop JT-CoMP as it performs closed loop MIMO operation. In spite of
significant performance gain, high signaling overhead on backhaul network, particularly on
X2 interface, UE movements and timing mismatch are the major drawbacks of coherent JTCoMP [29].
On the other hand, Non-coherent JT-CoMP may use techniques like Single Frequency
Network (SFN) or Cyclic Delay Diversity (CDD) schemes, which targets diversity gains and
increased transmit power to the UE. As a result it is less sensitive to UE’s movement and
cooperatively low overhead signaling on backhaul network. In non-coherent JT-CoMP, UE’s
reports CSI to all cooperating BSs that consists of sub-band CQI and the wideband RI. Then
single cell precoding is used autonomously by each BSs and only CQI information is
exchanged between the BSs. Finally, each BS individually transmits data to UEs in downlink
and a non-coherent combination is performed at receiver terminals.
4.2.2 Dynamic Point Selection CoMP (DPS-CoMP): Dynamic Point Selection (DPS) is
a special JP-CoMP scheme in which UE’s have the opportunity to reselect serving BS based
on the highest received SINR and minimum path loss. Unlike CS-CoMP the UE’s data is
available at all cooperating BSs, but the UE dynamically selects the best serving BS for the
next frame and reports to all cooperating BSs of CoMP set. Then, the selected new serving
BS notifies the other cooperating BSs over X2 interface and sets to mute them for the
resources that this UE is going to use. Hence, the data transmission is occurred only by one
BS at a time. In this process, the proper utilization of available spectrum is not possible.
However, an enhanced DPS algorithm with improved performance that enables an adaptive
muting mode selection and power control is proposed in [31].

5. CoMP Set
In downlink transmission, CoMP set generally defined as the group of BSs within a
geographic area those are directly or indirectly participating in data transmission to a UE. The
UE may or may not know about this set. The direct participation BSs are those actually
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transmitting data, for example all cooperating BSs of JT-CoMP, serving BS of CS-CoMP and
DPS-CoMP etc. On the other hand, the indirect points are those involved in cooperative
decision making for user scheduling/beamforming in the time and frequency domains, like
except serving cell other cooperating BSs of CS-CoMP and DPS-CoMP etc. By default all
BSs under a CoMP set perform cooperation during data transmission to UEs, but it is possible
only a part of these BSs to coordinate for a cell-edge UE. There are several proposals in 3GPP
LTE/LTE-A that defines CoMP set according to different deployment scenarios. The main
three approaches are: Network Centric, UE Specific and Network-centric UE-assisted [32,
33].
5.1 Network Centric CoMP Set
Based on the neighboring BS signal and planning consideration BSs are grouped in
clusters at network level. Each cluster is called a CoMP set in terms of network point of view
and defined for all UEs under the BSs of that cluster. In this approach a portion of BSs under
the cluster take parts in transmission/scheduling decision for individual UE. Though it is a
simple technique but can perform effectively if all strong interference BSs is grouped together
into a cluster. However, these kinds of CoMP set resultant large cluster size which may
increase the signaling overhead in uplink and consume excessive power from UE terminal.
5.2 UE-Centric CoMP Set
In opposite to network-centric COMP set, UE-centric approach forms based on the
strongest interferer signals experienced by UE. It is a semi-dynamic process in which the
CoMP size can be modified depends on UE feedback, and largely mitigate high signaling
overhead. All the cooperating BSs under UE-centric CoMP set actively participate in
transmission/scheduling decisions. However, to select appropriate set-size and perform multicell scheduling is more challenging in UE-centric CoMP.
5.3 Network-centric and UE-assisted CoMP set
In this approach, the advantages of both of network-centric and UE-centric CoMP set are
merged together to form an optimal set. Here, the network pre-defines a group of CoMP
patterns and the selection of the suitable scheme is based on the feedback information from
UE. This process greatly optimizes the signaling overload and operational complexity.
However, for all three of above CoMP clustering strategies the major challenge is the
choice of the optimal number of cooperative BSs in a CoMP set. In this regards, authors of
[34] propose a dynamic clustering algorithm to cluster BSs into CoMP sets using the
instantaneous channel state information received by the UE. For every time slot, each UE
chooses the BSs cooperation set that jointly transmits to ensure maximum throughput to UEs.
On the other hand, to achieve high spectral efficiency gains while keeping the backhaul
signaling reasonable [35] proposed a dynamic selection of CoMP set with optimal BSs
number.

6. CoMP Architecture
CoMP architectures deal with the fundamental way of implementation in which the BSs of
CoMP set are coordinated to handle interference resulting improve throughput. Basically,
there are three different types of CoMP architectures available, namely centralised
architecture, semi-distributed architecture and fully-distributed architecture. These
architectures are discussed in following subsections.
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6.1 Centralised CoMP Architecture
The centralised architecture [37] is depicted in Figure 2. In this architecture a Central Unit
(CU) is used to perform coordination between the cooperating BSs to handle interference i.e.,
enhance throughput. Under this architecture, each BS gets local CSI report directly from
serving UE and then forwards to the CU, which is supposed to be located in core network
[38]. Based on the gathered system channel matrix, the CU constructs the precoding matrix
for JT-CoMP scheme or designs scheduling decisions for the CS-CoMP scheme. Then the
designed precoding/scheduling decisions are forwarded to cooperating BSs. Finally, the BSs
of CoMP set transmit precoding/scheduling information to their serving UEs as per CoMP
techniques. But, the major drawback of this architecture is the high overhead signaling and
the stringent latency requirements. A potential but expensive solution to this problem is
connecting central unit and coordinated BSs via optical fibers [39].

Figure 2. Basic principle of Centralised CoMP Architecture
6.2 Semi-Distributed CoMP Architecture
In semi-distributed architecture [40], each BS receives local CSI reports directly from its
serving UE and also gets N-1 non-local CSI vectors from other N-1 coordinated BSs
(assumed that CoMP set consists of N number of BSs) via X2 interface. However, based on
the all gathered CSI reports, each cooperating BS acts as a CU, independently designs its own
precoding matrix or scheduling decisions and also power allocation vector and send to UE
[41, 42]. Therefore, transmission decisions are locally applied to the UE. The data blocks sent
from the core network to BS will contain all data symbols for the scheduled UEs in the
cluster. This technique greatly reduce backhaul load but required a full mesh reliable
connectivity between the cooperating BSs which is considered a big challenge. Figure 3
illustrates the semi-distributed CoMP principle.

Figure 3. Basic principle of Semi-Distributed CoMP Architecture
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6.3 Fully-Distributed CoMP Architecture
Unlike the other two architectures, in fully-distributed CoMP architecture [43], every UE
broadcasts their CSI reports to their all cooperated BSs via radio access link. Based on the
gathered CSI each BS independently constructs the precoding matrix for JT-CoMP scheme or
designs scheduling decisions for the CS-CoMP scheme. The principle of fully-distributed
CoMP is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Basic Principle of Fully-Distributed CoMP Architecture
However, the cooperating BSs does not share UE data, rather only exchange
synchronization information and scheduling information via X2 interface [41]. Therefore, full
mesh connectivity among the CoMP set is also mandatory under this architecture. However,
though this architecture largely reduced signaling overhead on backhaul and X2 interface but
highly depends on radio access link. Also, this architecture is very sensitive to UE’s
movements and timing mismatch [15].

7. Performance Evaluations of Comp Transmission
In this section we represent the performance gain using CoMP transmission technology
and compare the result with the traditional network of non-CoMP transmission. The
simulation result basically conducted by 3GPP Radio Access Network (working group 1)
[47]. It is also noted that the simulation result has been evaluated by using a specific set of
assumptions [48], and it may vary depending on the assumptions on, e.g., impairments
modeling and scheduler implementation. Also, the evaluation has been performed in both of
homogeneous network and heterogeneous network with low power own identity BSs are
deployed within a macro-BS coverage area. Figure 5 and 6 shows the relative performance
gain of CS-CoMP and JT-CoMP (coherent) implementations compared to Multi-User MIMO
(MU-MIMO) implantation in a non-CoMP network. Figure 5 depicts the result in case of
homogeneous network, whereas figure 6 presents the heterogeneous network. “Cell tput”,
“Cell-edge UE tput” and “Macrocell coverage sum tput” depicts the average throughput of
the entire cell, the throughput of users in the lower 5 percent-tile throughput distribution of
the users and the sum of all cell throughput in the macrocell area in the network, respectively.
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Figure 5. Relative Performance Gain of CoMP Techniques in Homogeneous
Network
In Figure 5, it is seen that by using CoMP transmission better throughput gain is obtained
for the cell-side UEs; in JT-CoMP it around 1.35 times more than no-CoMP MU-MIMO and
in CS-CoMP the gain factor is around 1.15. However, in heterogeneous networks (figure 6) a
high gain is observed in JT-CoMP transmission technology which is 2.15 times more than the
non-CoMP network. This is because in heterogeneous networks many pico-cells are deployed
within macrocell coverage area which creates more cell boundaries and the overlay of macro
and pico-cells with different transmission powers further increase the interference arena.
Therefore, more UEs take advantage from CoMP transmission in heterogeneous networks.

Figure 6. Relative Performance Gain of CoMP Techniques in Heterogeneous
Network
Moreover, in both types of network, JT-CoMP transmission contributes larger performance
gains over CS-CoMP, but it requires sharing more information among cooperating BSs which
unfortunately results huge signaling impact on backhaul/X2 interfaces. In addition, figure 6
shows that the average cell throughput of JT-CoMP in the heterogeneous network seems to be
lower than for the non- CoMP MU-MIMO scenario, but this is due to the fact that different
scheduling algorithms were implemented and simulated in JT-CoMP scheme which my
affects on overall throughput.
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The above results demonstrate that CoMP techniques are a promising technology for LTEA networks, especially where the cellular deployment is not very regular and uniform but has
rather complex cellular boundaries with varying user distributions. CoMP will thereby
contribute to providing to the end user a more uniform experience of mobile broadband across
the network coverage.

8. Conclusion
In this article, we provide an extensive survey on downlink CoMP operation recently
proposed for LTE-A radio network standard. We studied the up-to-date CoMP techniques,
CoMP architectures and CoMP sets for LTE-A standard from operational perspective. This
survey clearly indentifies the benefits and complexities of each CoMP techniques with all
possible deployment architectures. The key issue of CoMP implementation in real network is
also emphasized. From the discussion it seems that coherent JT-CoMP provides optimal
performance but the cost of high signaling overhead, operation complexity, mobility
sensitivity and strict synchronization etc. On the other hand, CS–CoMP provides a great
release from these challenges but unable to meet desirable throughput for cell edge user. In
terms of information sharing among CoMP set BSs fully distributed architecture is most
durable but required full mesh reliable connectivity between the BSs.
The performance evaluations show that cooperative transmission techniques have the
potential to improve the performance of cellular system, especially for cell-edge UEs
throughput gain. However, the performance of the systems is highly depends on the reliability
of the control signaling exchange, especially the probability of exchanging CSI. Moreover,
the performance of UEs is not considered here which may contribute a great roll to get the
fruitful solution from CoMP transmission system.
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